Operations Manager
anytime, anywhere

Xian Wings is the best smartphone and tablet application in the market
to access your Microsoft System Center Operations Manager 2007 and
2012 environment
Wouldn’t it be great to have a client application that allows you to directly access
your Operations Manager environment? What about taking it with you wherever
you go on your smart phone or tablet? Let us introduce you to Xian Wings, the top
notch application for system administrators.

Summary
The summary view, as part of a new and improved usability, displays a complete overview of all
Xian Wings’ main features. You can browse
everywhere from States and Alerts to Performance graphs, task status, and more!

States

Features
 See OpsMgr states, alerts and
performance graphs directly on the
smartphone or tablet
 Reduce system downtime and save
on recovery costs
 Define or filter the specific OpsMgr
monitored objects you need to see
on your smartphone or tablet
 Perform actions like running tasks or
closing alerts directly from the device
of your choice
 Easy to send email alerts and
performance graphs
 Execute any task in Operations
Manager from your smartphone or
tablet

Going mobile? Xian Wings

Just like in Operations Manager, you have the
option to see the states of all the objects that
you have defined and take actions if you see a
problem.

Alerts
As in Operations Manager, you can check the
alerts of a specific object or see all the alerts
currently active. With an easy to set up filter you
can limit the number of alerts forwarded to your
mobile devices as to enhance usability. In
addition you can change alert properties in real
time, each alert count also has its own KB just as
you'd see in the Operations Manager console.
In addition, when you received an alert in the
past, you could just assign it to another Wings
user; now, you can also send a brief and concise
report through mail to anyone you want to take
actions!

Tasks
Imagine you need an extra bit of information, like the memory usage of a process,
ip configurations, etc. Like in Operations Manager Xian Wings gives you the
option to also run such tasks from your device and show you the output or results.

Notifications
To be able to receive the most important events
as they occur, Xian Wings gives you the option
to set subscriptions. This means you will be
immediately notified on the events of the
objects you have previously defined. Once you
have found the root cause of the problem, Xian
Wings gives you the option to execute tasks,
directly from the State View or the Alerts View.

Performance graphs
Xian Wings allows you to see the state of your
devices in a graphical way, just by selecting the
objects and counters you want to view. Performance graphs help you to understand the
possible causes of the problem.
As a unique feature, Wings allows you to combine different kinds of counters in one single
performance graph. Same as with the alerts,
Xian Wings allows you to send any performance
graph you generated through email.
Xian Wings has been natively developed for each platform and it is currently
available for: Windows Phone, iPhone, iPad and Android mobile devices.

Wings HD
If you have an iPad or Android tablet, Wings HD is your best option. This version
offers all the features from former versions only adjusted to fit your tablet’s screen.
You have the ability to create your own dashboards with graphs, states and alerts.
A simple click on any object will open an object related screen that gives you the
ability to see the root cause of the problem and take actions. In addition, both
platforms (iPad and Android) are compatible ensuring that your Wings HD
working space remains the same.

Wings HD is by far the best mobile dashboard out there!
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Natively
Supported platforms:


Windows Phone



Android devices



iPhone and iPad

